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offers a budgetary allocation of up to 
€200,000 for project coordinators 
attached to French public research 
institutions who have not been selec-
ted by the ERC but have still received 
an A rating. It helps them start their 
research project as quickly as possible 
so they can apply again with a greater 
chance of success.

The MRSEI (Setting up European or 
International Scientific Networks) 
tool aims to support the creation and 

French coordination of an internatio-
nal scientific network with recognition 
in fields that have significant strategic, 
economic, technological or societal 
impact with a view to applications for 
all the collaborative programmes in 
the European Framework Programme 
for Research and Innovation, Horizon 
2020. In 2018, 45 networks out of 91 
were selected for funding, a success 
rate of 49.5%. Each project receives a 
grant of up to €30k to help establish a 
network. 

The POLAR project (POLice and ARchaeologists against the trade in cultural artefacts) 
emerged from the CNRS call for proposals for research on terrorist attacks in 2015. Faced with 
the growth in pillaging and trading in cultural goods, including the “blood artefacts” exported 
from the Middle East, archaeologists, the police and players in the art market decided to 
pool their knowledge and skills. The interdisciplinary network’s project was granted an ANR 

MRSEI funding in 2018, supporting 
it to grow transnationally and secure 
an H2020 funding of about €1.5 
million over two years in 2019 under 
the acronym NETCHER (NETwork 
and digital platform for Cultural 
Heritage Enhancing and Rebuilding).

ANR’s support for this original network was decisive,” 
summarises Patrick Laclémence, coordinator of the 
POLAR MRSEI project and director of the research centre 
at France’s National Police College (ENSP). ANR helped 
us identify the best European call for our project. We then 
received support to consolidate our European consortium 
involving the police’s central cultural heritage office, ENSP 
and the Maison de l’Orient et de la Méditerranée.
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”
We then had very little time to set up a huge European programme,” 
continues Véronique Chankowski, professor of Greek history at the 
University of Lyon 2, director of the HiSoMA laboratory until 2018 
and coordinator of the NETCHER project. “Thanks to the MRSEI 
grant, we were able to bring our disciplines together, draw on the 
services of a firm specialising in preparing H2020 projects and deploy 
the network concept on a European scale.
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